Communication and Interaction Team

Language and Communication (Autism):
How these difficulties might present
Language and Communication differences are a key
element of the autism profile:

Differences in expressing themselves:
1. Child may find it difficult to initiate
interaction/communication. Can find it difficult
to gain someone’s attention to ask for what he
needs.
2. Child may be pre verbal and use other means
of communication: pulling a person to what
they want, gesturing, standing beside an object
and/or make a physical attempt get an item
themselves. Child may use alternative system
of communication to convey message such as
pictures/symbols/signing.
3. Child may repeat what other people say
verbatim. This is called echolalia. For instance
if the child is asked if he wants a drink he may
say “Do you want a drink?” in response. This
may be because he has not understood what
has been said to him or is processing out loud
what he has heard. Child may be able to recite
dialogues from films and retell stories word for
word, imitating accents and slang but is not
able to ask for what he wants.
4. Child may talk for a long time about something
that he is interested in, but does not show
interest in what other people are saying. There
is a lack of “to and fro” flow, turn taking in
conversation.
5. Child may have a level of vocabulary greater
than would be expected for his age. This may
relate to their specific areas of interest, and
may mask gaps in quite basic vocabulary
within other topics
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Differences in understanding what is said
to them:
1. The child’s use of language may mask their
level of understanding. They may be able to
use a wider vocabulary than the vocabulary
that they understand. It is beneficial to assess
and monitor levels of understanding from an
early stage. Level of understanding can be
explored through a screening tool such as the
Language Link assessment, and a full
assessment can be requested through a
referral to the NHS speech and language
therapy team”.
2. The child may take an unusually long time to
process, “take in”, what is being said to him.
Increased levels of anxiety and additional
sensory stimuli will affect his ability to process
information.
3. The child may have a difficulty in interpreting
body language, tone of voice and facial
expression and therefore in understanding the
“meaning” behind the words when someone is
talking to them.
4. He may be easily confused with idioms such
as “pull your socks up”. Children with autism
often take things literally.

Differences in attention:
1. A child with autism may find it difficult to attend
to conversations, teaching and instruction that
do not interest him. He may find it difficult to
shift his attention from one thing to another as
happens frequently during the school day.
2. He may be easily distracted by sensory
experience, by things that others may not even
notice, (and if they do notice are able to
“ignore” in order to focus on the conversation),
and by his own focus of attention.



Adjust your communication: speak clearly,
slowly and calmly. Give the child time to
process what you are saying by pausing and
waiting before giving the next bit of
information. Give child the time to respond to
your instruction. Avoid instructions such as
“hop in the bath” which the child may take
literally.



Organise, structure and plan activities
supported by visual cues (Objects of
reference, photos, symbols, hand drawings,
words)



Teach and support child to understand his own
and others’ emotions. Develop the child’s
understanding of body language, tone of voice
and facial expression. Use comic strips and
social stories to “unpick” and facilitate social
interactions.

Strategies to support expressive
language:








Make available the tools that the child needs to
communicate: (objects of reference, photos,
symbols)
Give the child opportunities to communicate
his wants by offering regular choices. These
may need to be presented visually as well as
verbally.
Do not anticipate and meet the child’s every
need. Prompt him to communicate with you by
having something that he wants, pausing and
waiting for him to approach you. Follow his
lead by responding to any attempts at
communication and then pausing again.
Model and practise ‘turn taking skills.’
Structure games and activities to make “turn
taking” clear. This will support the child to
understand the social expectations.



Develop social interaction with others through
activities such as ‘lego based therapy’ where
roles and responsibilities are clearly defined.



Provide structure to unstructured times, such
as break and lunch time.

Strategies to support attention:


Find out what the child is interested in and use
this to engage the child, following their lead
and avoiding ‘taking over.’



Give the child time and preparation to shift
their focus of attention from one activity to
another. This change in attention can be
difficult. Simple visuals can be helpful at these
times to back up verbal warnings about an
approaching change (timers/counting)



Break work tasks into small, achievable
chunks. For example cut/fold a “worksheet in
half”. This makes the activity less
overwhelming.



Use visual cues to support the child’s
understanding and focus to the task/activity
(first/then approach)
To support the child to follow an instruction or
complete an adult directed activity, show and
tell him what he can do once he has completed
the activity. Use his interests to motivate him
Include regular breaks in focussed activity so
that the child can “recharge” his batteries.

Strategies to support understanding:


Set up and consistently use a visual timetable
to indicate the key routines of the day. (Objects
of reference, photos, symbols, hand drawings,
words). Hand-drawn images on a mini white
board can work just as well as professionally
produced laminated symbols and are more
flexible to support with unexpected or lastminute changes.



Use the timetable to prepare the child for any
change in their usual routine





Use consistent clear language for everyday
events. All adults to decide on the language to
be used.
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To support attention give each activity a
purpose for the child: For example “Write down
the instructions so that you know how to do
this experiment next time”.

Useful resources, links and further
reading:

More useful resources, links and further
reading:
Websites:
Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)
https://pecs-unitedkingdom.com

Websites:
YouTube video talking about Augmentative Alternative
Communication
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=334&v=Z
DJ4uToQufg&feature=emb_title
Classroom strategies https://lucysanctuary.com/commonclassroom-strategies-which-often-support-mainstreamchildren-and-young-people-but-can-be-more-challengingfor-neuro-diverse-populations
Using visuals https://connectability.ca/2010/09/23/usingvisuals/
The benefits of visual supports for children with autism by
Autism parent magazine
https://www.autismparentingmagazine.com/benefits-ofautism-visual-supports/
Using visuals by Great Western Hospitals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xh_ooF8PDhM
Visual support https://lucysanctuary.com/tips-using-visualsupport-people-communication-difficulties

Children and Family Health Devon
https://childrenandfamilyhealthdevon.nhs.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/1-minute-guidecommunication.pdf
The Hanen Centre http://www.hanen.org/HelpfulInfo/Autism-Corner.aspx
National Autistic Society information on visuals
https://www.autism.org.uk/about/strategies/visualsupports.aspx
Examples of visual supports
https://www.autismspeaks.org/tool-kit/atnair-p-visualsupports-and-autism
YouTube video of how to implement visual strategies such
as ‘now and next boards and visual timetables
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXUypxTIAx0&feature
=emb_rel_end
Visual resources
https://www.autismwestmidlands.org.uk/onlineresources/visual-resources/

Using objects to develop choice making
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvx6lIECquI

Autism awareness centre
https://autismawarenesscentre.com/visual-supports-bestway-use/

Babcock LDP Communication and Interaction webpage
https://www.babcockldp.co.uk/disadvantaged-vulnerablelearners/send/communication-and-interaction

Total Communication
https://www.totalcommunication.org.uk/objects-ofreference/

Schools and Early Years Competency and Standards
Frameworks www.autismeducationtrust.org.uk
The Communication Trust
www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk
Talking mats www.talkingmats.org.uk
Attention Autism Gina Davies https://ginadavies.co.uk
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